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The .50-caliber Rifle Construction Manual Createspace
Independent Publishing Platform
Designed by a motorcycle racer turned small-arms engineer,
George Patchett, the submachine gun that eventually became
known as the Sterling was developed during World War II.
Some suggest it first saw action during Operation Infatuate with
No. 4 Commando, before becoming fully adopted by the British
Army in 1953 as the Sterling Machine Carbine (L2A1). It was
centre stage for many of Britain's post-colonial conflicts from
Malaya to Kenya and from Yemen to Northern Ireland. The
silenced L34A1 Sterling-Patchett entered service in 1966 and
first saw action deep in the jungles of Vietnam in the hands of
the elite special forces of Australia, New Zealand and the United
States during prisoner snatches and reconnaissance patrols.
Employing first-hand accounts and painstaking technical
analysis, this engaging account features carefully selected archive
photography and specially commissioned colour artwork
depicting the submachine gun that armed British and other
forces for nearly 60 years.
Submachine Gun Designer's Handbook CreateSpace
This book establishes the foundations needed to realize the
ultimate goals for artificial intelligence, such as autonomy and
trustworthiness. Aimed at scientists, researchers, technologists,
practitioners, and students, it brings together contributions
offering the basics, the challenges and the state-of-the-art on
trusted autonomous systems in a single volume. The book is
structured in three parts, with chapters written by eminent
researchers and outstanding practitioners and users in the field.
The first part covers foundational artificial intelligence
technologies, while the second part covers philosophical,
practical and technological perspectives on trust. Lastly, the
third part presents advanced topics necessary to create future
trusted autonomous systems. The book augments theory with
real-world applications including cyber security, defence and
space.
Sten Mk II NWCG Training Branch
This field manual provides doctrinal framework for how infantry
rifle platoons and squads fight. It also addresses rifle platoon and
squad non-combat operations across the spectrum of conflict.
Content discussions include principles, tactics, techniques,
procedures, terms, and symbols that apply to small unit operations
in the current operational environment.
Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide
Prentice Hall
This is the book that do-it-yourselfers anxious to
try building their own .50-caliber rifles have been
demanding since the best-selling Home Workshop
.50-Caliber Sniper Rifle videotape first came out. In
this companion book, Bill Holmes uses easy-to-
follow foldout drawings and precise dimensions to
take you step-by-step through the process of
designing and constructing your very own
.50-caliber rifle easily and inexpensively. Find out
this master gun maker's professional secrets to
fashioning the receiver, barrel and accessories, bolt,
trigger assembly, buttstock, scope mount, bipod and
muzzle brake using commonly acquired materials.
Once you have made all the component parts, Bill
then instructs you in the right way to assemble and
test-fire your new home workshop firearm. With Bill
Holmes as your guide, construction is a snap.
Warning: It is your responsibility to make sure that
you have complied with all local, state and federal
laws with regard to the manufacture of any firearm.
Fourth Edition Sten Mk IISMG Construction Manual
Special Operations ForcesReference Manual Fourth Edition
Carbines, Cal. .30, M1, M1A1, M2, and M3 Desert Publications
This manual suggests design operating and performance
criteria for specific surface water quality conditions to provide
the optimum protection from microbiological contaminants.
The Infantry Rifle Platoon and Squad (FM 3-21. 8 / 7-8)

Gun Digest Books
The Wildland Fire Incident Management Field Guide is a
revision of what used to be called the Fireline Handbook,
PMS 410-1. This guide has been renamed because, over
time, the original purpose of the Fireline Handbook had
been replaced by the Incident Response Pocket Guide,
PMS 461. As a result, this new guide is aimed at a
different audience, and it was felt a new name was in
order.
The K98k Rifle CreateSpace
During World War I, the British adopted the US-designed
Lewis gun as an infantry weapon, realizing that its light weight
and the fact that it could be fired both prone and on the move
made it ideal for supporting advances and defending captured
trenches. Later adopted by an array of countries from the
Netherlands to Japan, the Lewis successfully served as the
primary or secondary armament in armoured fighting vehicles
and in both ground-based anti-aircraft and aircraft-mounted
roles. Although it was superseded by the Bren in British
service in 1937, the outbreak of World War II meant that
thousands returned to active service, and it played a key role
as far afield as Libya, with the Long-Range Desert Group, and
the Philippines, with the US Marine Corps. Written by an
authority on this iconic light machine gun, this is the fascinating
story of the innovative and influential Lewis gun, from the
trenches of World War I to the Libyan desert and Pacific
islands of World War II and beyond.
The Thompson M1a1 Submachine Gun Schiffer Military History
This book is open access under a CC BY NC ND 4.0 license. This
open access book discusses how Norwegian shipping companies
played a crucial role in global shipping markets in the 20th century,
at times transporting more than ten per cent of world seaborne
trade. Chapters explore how Norway managed to remain
competitive, despite being a high labour-cost country in an industry
with global competition. Among the features that are emphasised
are market developments, business strategies and political
decisions The Norwegian experience was shaped by the main
breaking points in 20th century world history, such as the two world
wars, and by long-term trends, such as globalization and
liberalization. The shipping companies introduced technological and
organizational innovations to build or maintain a competitive
advantage in a rapidly changing world. The growing importance of
offshore petroleum exploration in the North Sea from the 1970s was
both a threat and an opportunity to the shipping companies. By
adapting both business strategies and the political regime to the
new circumstances, the Norwegian shipping sector managed to
maintain a leading position internationally.
The Owen Gun Paladin Press
Shooters prize the semiautomatic Glock for its reliability and
ease of use. But what many may not know is that with a few
scraps of metal and some simple hand tools, the amateur
tinkerer can convert any Glock to full automatic. The
conversion design detailed in this book allows properly
licensed individuals to transform a regular semiauto pistol into
one that delivers selective-fire operation without altering the
major components of the gun such as the receiver (frame) or
slide. Step-by-step instructions, professionally prepared
technical illustrations of weapon functions in semi and full-auto
combined with high-quality photos showing the modified
factory components and their proper relationships with the full-
auto conversion parts allow the reader to clearly see and
understand how the whole system works. Warning: Actual
construction of the weapon described in this book may be
illegal under federal, state, and local laws. All BATF rules
apply, and the BATF actively pursues and prosecutes anyone
who violates federal gun statutes. Therefore, this book is for
academic study only.
The Thompson Submachine Gun Paladin Press
Detailed illustrations, clear photos, and thorough text show you
how to make a sharp, reliable .22 machine pistol from scratch.
Covers everything from choosing the right tools and materials
to building the gun's major components to final finishing and
bluing. For academic study only.
Bloomsbury Publishing
Sten Mk IISMG Construction ManualDesert Publications
Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence Paladin Press
This book was written to interest the reader in gun design.
The gun industry needs and is due for the next big
breakthrough. Every 100 years seems to bring the next
big development in firearms technology. In the 1600's the
wheel lock was developed and heralded the first use of
firearms. In the 1700's came the flintlock musket. In the
1800's came the percussion cap and later in the century
the thin brass shell to carry the powder, ball ammunition,

and primer was perfected. While the 20th century has seen
the invention of liquid propellant, caseless ammunition,
and the gyrojet, the thin brass shell has been hard to beat
and is still the dominant way to feed ammunition to the
firearms of today. We are due for the next big advance, but
from where will it come? This book was written to interest
the reader on the simplicity and the hidden complexity that
good gun designs exhibit and prompt the imagination of
the reader to investigate the field of firearms design
further. Reading this book will give the reader:• Three
ways to calculate the round per minute level of a .45
caliber submachine gun using the M1A1 Thompson
Submachine gun as an example and gives sample excel
spreadsheets to allow the reader to experiment with
different design conditions.• The full technical data
package of a reverse engineered M1A1 Thompson
Submachine gun. The drawings are shown as individual
operation process sheets showing the dimensions for each
separate cut on an individual drawing.• The cycle of
operations of the M1A1 with illustrations.• The analysis
and sample calculations to design an oval magazine
spring. This book is unique as it is not a picture book of
firearms, a combat guide on how to use them, nor
discusses their maintenance or care. It does expose the
engineering that can go behind a gun design project. This
book not only gives the reader the drawings for a gun but
also explains the engineering and dynamics behind it.
Firearm Anatomy Paladin Press
The Thompson submachine gun, or Tommy gun developed an
almost iconic status during the 20th century. It had an unusual
beginning, for it was developed during the dying days of World
War I as a 'one-man, hand-held machine gun.' The war ended
before these first prototypes could be shipped to Europe but
once the M1921 Thompson formally entered production it was
used by the criminals working in Chicago and New York during
the 1920s. With the police increasingly outgunned they too
were forced to equip themselves with the Tommy gun. It
quickly came to be used in Hollywood films, and by the end of
the 1930s it would have probably faded from view had history
not intervened. With the entry of the US into World War II there
was an urgent need to equip and arm a force of epic
proportions; the Thompson submachine gun began a second
career as part of the US Army. It also became the weapon of
choice for the small band of British commandos as they
conducted a number of daring raids against the heart of
occupied Europe.
Measurement of Aggregate and Industry-level Productivity
Growth Lulu.com
This manual presents the theoretical foundations to
productivity measurement, and discusses implementation and
measurement issues.
The 9mm Submachine Gun OECD Publishing
The Sten submachine gun – officially the 'Carbine, Machine, Sten' –
was developed to fulfill the pressing British need for large quantities
of cheaply produced weapons after Dunkirk, when German invasion
was a very real possibility. Over four million were built during World
War II, and the Sten was widely used by airborne troops, tankers,
and others who needed a compact weapon with substantial
firepower. It proved especially popular with Resistance fighters as it
was easy to conceal, deadly at close range, and could fire captured
German ammunition – with a design so simple that Resistance
fighters were able to produce them in bicycle shops. Featuring vivid
first-hand accounts, specially commissioned full-colour artwork and
close-up photographs, this is the fascinating story of the mass-
produced submachine gun that provided Allied soldiers and
Resistance fighters with devastating close-range firepower.
Firearm Anatomy - Book II the Sten Submachine Gun Schiffer
Military History
The author provides clear, step-by-step instructions for and
expedient 9mm submachine gun. It is easily constructed from
readily available materials, primarily steel tubing; it does not require
a lathe and milling machine and it can be built by just about anyone
in about a week. For Academic Study Only
The Lewis Gun S I Publicaties Bv
This book was written to interest the reader in gun design. The
gun industry needs and is due for the next big breakthrough.
Every 100 years seems to bring the next big development in
firearms technology. In the 1600's the wheel lock was
developed and heralded the first use of firearms. In the 1700's
came the flintlock musket. In the 1800's came the percussion
cap and later in the century the thin brass shell to carry the
powder, ball ammunition, and primer was perfected. While the
20th century has seen the invention of liquid propellant,
caseless ammunition, and the gyrojet, the thin brass shell has
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been hard to beat and is still the dominant way to feed
ammunition to the firearms of today. We are due for the next
big advance, but from where will it come? This book was
written to interest the reader on the simplicity and the hidden
complexity that good gun designs exhibit and prompt the
imagination of the reader to investigate the field of firearms
design further. Reading this book will give the reader:• Two
ways to calculate the round per minute level of a 9mm caliber
submachine gun using the STEN submachine gun as an
example and gives sample excel spreadsheets to allow the
reader to experiment with different design conditions.• The full
technical data package of a reverse engineered STEN
Submachine gun. The drawings are shown as individual
operation process sheets showing the dimensions for each
separate cut on an individual drawing.• The cycle of operations
of the STEN with illustrations.• The analysis and sample
calculations to design a gun barrel.• A discussion of firearm
metallurgy with recommendations on material selection and
heat treatment for various components. This book is unique as
it is not a picture book of firearms, a combat guide on how to
use them, nor discusses their maintenance or care. It does
expose the engineering that can go behind a gun design
project. This book not only gives the reader the drawings for a
gun but also explains the engineering and dynamics behind it.
PMS-210 Bloomsbury Publishing
Build your own 9mm, blowback, selective-fire submachine gun
that's as powerful as an Uzi or HK MP5 but has fewer parts
and is more durable. Simply follow the step-by-step
instructions and machinist's drawings in this book. For
academic study only.
Machinist's Drawings Springer
The Whole Building Handbook is a compendium of all the
issues and strategies that architects need to understand to
design and construct sustainable buildings for a
sustainable society. The authors move beyond the current
definition of sustainability in architecture, which tends to
focus on energy-efficiency, to include guidance for
architecture that promotes social cohesion, personal
health, renewable energy sources, water and waste
recycling systems, permaculture, energy conservation -
and crucially, buildings in relation to their place. The
authors offer a holistic approach to sustainable
architecture and authoritative technical advice, on: * How
to design and construct healthy buildings, through
choosing suitable materials, healthy service systems, and
designing a healthy and comfortable indoor climate,
including solutions for avoiding problems with moisture,
radon and noise as well as how to facilitate cleaning and
maintenance. * How to design and construct buildings that
use resources efficiently, where heating and cooling
needs and electricity use is minimized and water-saving
technologies and garbage recycling technologies are
used. * How to 'close' organic waste, sewage, heat and
energy cycles. For example, how to design a sewage
system that recycles nutrients. * Includes a section on
adaptation of buildings to local conditions, looking at how
a site must be studied with respect to nature, climate and
community structure as well as human activities. The
result is a comprehensive, thoroughly illustrated and
carefully structured textbook and reference.
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